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which had long been practically disregarded, the Governor-general had
the execrably bad taste to celebrate his marriage with the elegant adul-
tress, in a style of the utmost magnificence, attended with jqpen display
and festal rejoicing. What was to be expected from the body of society,
when the head was thus morally diseased ? Francis was a hundred-
fold worse than Hastings. The latter was weak under a pressure of
temptation ; he was not disposed to "pay homage to virtue'* by throw,
ing a cloak over his vice; and did not sufficiently consider the bad
influence, which his conduct was calculated to exercise over society at
large. In him, it is true, there was a sad want of principle ; but in
Francis an evil principle was ever at work. His vices were all active
vices—deliberate, ingenious, laborious. His lust was, like his malice,
unimpulsive; studious ; given to subtle contrivances ; demanding the
exercise of high intellectual ability. When he addressed Hitaself to the
deliberate seduction of Madame Grand, he brought all the mental energy
and subtlety of matured manhood to bear upon the unsuspecting virtue
of an inexperienced girl of sixteen'. Here, indeed, were leadeip of society ;
not only currupting the morals but disturbing the peace of the Presidency.
The very members of the Supreme Council, in those days, could not
refrain from shooting at each other. Barwell and "Clavering went out.
The latter had accused the former of dishonesty -, and the former in
return had called his associate "a Uar'\ They met \ but the contest
was a bloodless one. Not sa, that between Hastings and Francis.
The Governor General shot the councillor through the body and thus
wound up, in this country, to be renewed in another, the long struggle
between the two antagonists. Such was the Council. The Supreme
Court exercised no more benign influence over the morals of society. Sir
Elijah Impey. the Chief Justice, was a model of rapacity and injustice—
corrupt as he was cruel—and others not far below him in rank were
equally near him in infamy. Viewing the whole picture with an nn-
prejudiced eye, it is assuredly a most disheartening one."*
But times have long since   changed.    A  far better
class of Englishmen now come to India.
Missionary work,	;
The opposition of the East India Com-
pany to missionary work was removed by the Charter of
* Calcutfa Rvoiew Vol. I. (10*44.) P-P* 294-295, 298 etseq.

